Integration and Housing Choice: A Dialogue

This year, PRRAC has had the honor of supporting the work of the National Commission on Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, an independent Commission co-chaired by former HUD Secretaries Henry Cisneros and Jack Kemp, and sponsored by the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, the National Fair Housing Alliance and the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. Over the course of hearings in five cities, the Commission has heard testimony on serious problems in fair housing enforcement, the need for stronger fair housing oversight of HUD grantees, origins and solutions to the foreclosure crisis, the relation between school and housing segregation, and the structural impediments to fair housing in federal and state housing programs. Several of the Commission witnesses also spoke to the complex question of personal choice in a housing market that has been distorted by discrimination and public policy decisions—exploring the meaning of choice in such a market, the extent to which choice is influenced by racial perceptions, and what policymakers can do to support integrative choices. The three witnesses excerpted here (Camille Zubrinsky Charles, Ingrid Gould Ellen and Maria Krysan) provide different and complementary perspectives on this question. Their full testimony, and the testimony of other Commission witnesses, can be found at www.prrac.org/projects/fairhousingcommission.php. The Commission expects to release its final report on December 9 at a press conference at the National Press Club in Washington, DC.

Who Will Live Near Whom?
by Camille Zubrinsky Charles

Scholars and policymakers have long viewed residential segregation by race as a core aspect of racial inequality, implicated in both intergroup relations and in larger processes of individual and group social mobility.

Whether by choice or by constraint, persisting racial residential segregation has serious implications for both present and future mobility opportunities. Where we live affects our proximity to good jobs, educational quality and safety from crime, as well as the quality of our social networks and our physical and mental health.

As one of the most racially, ethnically and culturally diverse cities in the world, Los Angeles offers important lessons for understanding patterns of residential segregation by race as well as the factors—both individual and structural—that influence aggregate-level neighborhood patterns. There is a long history of African-American settlement there. Moreover, as a top destination for new immigrants, the school system there offers instruction in nearly 100 languages, boasts the largest Latino/a and Korean populations in the country and is home to the first majority-Chinese suburb (Monterey Park). As one of nearly 40 majority-minority metros, Los Angeles offers a glimpse of the future of America.
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Rapid changes in population composition associated with massive immigration from Latin America and Asia (e.g., in 2000, about one-third of LA County residents were foreign-born, up from 22% in 1980); economic restructuring and persistent economic inequality along racial-ethnic lines (e.g., in 2000, nearly one-quarter of blacks and Latinos lived in poverty, compared to less than 10% of whites and 14% of Asians); and patterns of intergroup tensions and often negative racial attitudes (e.g., uprisings in 1965 and 1992, increasing black-brown tensions) all contribute to—and are consequences of—persisting residential segregation by race.

In terms of trends in racial residential segregation, since 1980, Los Angeles is one of a very few large metros that embodies several national trends. Like many older cities of the Midwest and Northeast, blacks are hypersegregated—exhibiting extreme isolation on at least four of five standard measures of residential distribution. And, in a new twist, Los Angeles is one of only two cities (New York is the other), as of the 2000 Census, to see its Latino population become stable, racially/ethnically integrated neighborhood is one that is mixed (e.g., in 2000, nearly one-quarter of nonwhites exceed whites’ preferences for integration. Moreover, patterns of neighborhood racial composition preferences follow a predictable racial hierarchy: Whites are always the most-preferred out-group and blacks the least-preferred; Asians and Latinos, usually in that order, are located in between these two extremes.

What Drives Preferences—Classism, Ethnocentrism or Prejudice?

A variety of factors shape residential decision-making: cost and affordability, the quality of the housing stock, preferences for particular dwelling amenities, proximity to work or other important destinations, stage in the life course, the quality of the public schools. Consequently, aggregate-level residential outcomes are the result of a multitude of individual-level attitudes and behaviors. In analyses of patterns of racial residential preferences, however, three hypotheses are typically considered:

Classism: Perceived differences in socioeconomic status that heavily co-occur with racial-ethnic boundaries contribute to racial residential preferences.

Ethnocentrism: Members of all social groups tend to be ethnocentric—that is, prefer to associate with co-

Neighborhood Racial Composition Preferences: A Brief Summary

Over the last two-and-a-half decades, there has been meaningful change in the neighborhood racial composition preferences of whites, shifting toward increased tolerance for sharing neighborhoods with more than token numbers of blacks and other minorities. At the same time, a clear majority of blacks remain willing to live in areas where their group is in the minority, and show a clear preference for 50/50 neighborhoods. Nonetheless, substantial differences remain in both the meaning and preferred levels of racial integration across racial categories. For many whites, a racially integrated neighborhood is one that is majority-white. To put it plainly, whites are willing to live with small numbers of blacks, Latinos and/or Asians, but prefer to live in predominantly same-race neighborhoods. Nonwhites, on the other hand, all prefer substantially more racial integration and are more comfortable as a numerical minority compared to whites. Still, the same-race preferences of nonwhites exceed whites’ preferences for integration. Moreover, patterns of neighborhood racial composition preferences follow a predictable racial hierarchy: Whites are always the most-preferred out-group and blacks the least-preferred; Asians and Latinos, usually in that order, are located in between these two extremes.
Supporting Integrative Choices
by Ingrid Gould Ellen

I have been asked to draw on my research on racially integrated neighborhoods—and in particular neighborhoods shared by white and black households—in order to suggest a few policies that might help to promote racial integration. I am focusing on policies other than anti-discrimination efforts in the housing market, but this should not imply in any way that I believe that housing market discrimination does not exist or is unimportant to address. Indeed, it’s critical.

That said, much of the policy discussion about racial segregation has focused solely on housing market discrimination. As I argued in my 2000 book, Sharing America’s Neighborhoods: The Prospects for Stable, Racial Integration, I believe the causes of the current ongoing levels of segregation are complex and involve more than housing market discrimination. Accordingly, any effective policy response should be multi-faceted as well, supplementing anti-discrimination efforts with other pro-integrative policies.

One key cause of ongoing segregation, besides the failure to adequately combat housing market discrimination, is the fact that white households, when moving in the ordinary course, tend to avoid moving into integrated neighborhoods. The question is why. My research suggests that white households’ motivation to avoid sharing neighborhoods with blacks often does not stem from a desire to live exclusively among other whites or from the fact that their taste for local public services differs from that of blacks. White resistance to integrated living appears to be much more the result of negative racial attitudes, and in particular, race-based neighborhood stereotyping. Specifically, white households tend to believe that: (1) black-white integrated neighborhoods, even if they are currently appealing places to live, will soon enough become all-black; and (2) all-black neighborhoods are bad places to live, with poor schools and high rates of dilapidation and crime. Based as they are on negative stereotypes about partly or largely black neighborhoods, white decisions to avoid integrated neighborhoods seem objectionable in a way that decisions to cluster voluntarily with other members of one’s own ethnic group are not.

What is more, there are social costs to this ongoing perpetuation of racial segregation. There’s considerable research suggesting that neighborhood segregation contributes to racial differences in education, health, housing and labor market outcomes. And while evidence is inconclusive, several studies suggest that white households typically become more racially tolerant as a result of living among and being exposed to others from different racial groups. Finally, the collective consequences of individual residential choices may result in fewer integrated neighborhoods than is socially optimal.

Many white and black households, that is, may in fact prefer to live in racially mixed environments, but because of a widespread lack of faith in the stability of these areas, these environments are relatively rare.

In short, there are reasons to believe that racial segregation is harmful not only to minority households (because separate is still unequal in so many respects) but also to society as a whole. Thus, in my view, there is justification for some carefully tailored, non-coercive government policies to promote integration—policies that go beyond combating discrimination. As noted, white households do not typically make their residential choices based on some innate preferences or tastes for racial composition; rather, neighborhood preferences are mutable and profoundly shaped by circumstances, context and the set of alternatives. Put simply, neighborhood stereotypes can be chipped away at.

In the spirit of Cass Sunstein’s and (Please turn to page 4)

Ingrid Gould Ellen (ige2@nyu.edu) is Associate Professor of Urban Planning and Public Policy at New York University’s Wagner School and Co-Director of the Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban Policy. She is author of Sharing America’s Neighborhoods: The Prospects for Stable Racial Integration (Harvard University Press, 2000) and numerous journal articles relating to the segregation of neighborhoods and schools.

J.L. Chestnut, Jr.

We dedicate this issue of Poverty & Race to the important, but insufficiently recognized, civil rights career of J.L. Chestnut, Jr., who died in late September. Chestnut was the civil rights lawyer (and the first Black lawyer) in Selma, Alabama—far from the easiest place to play that role. He got lots of activists out of jail, fought for voting rights, inclusion of Blacks on juries, school desegregation, and represented a coalition of Southern Black farmers who won some $1 billion in reparations from the US Dept. of Agriculture as a result of the Department’s discriminatory policies. His autobiography (written with Julia Cass), Black in Selma: The Uncommon Life of J.L. Chestnut, Jr., was published by Farrar, Straus & Giroux in 1990.
Richard Thaler’s recent book, *Nudge* (Yale Univ. Press, 2008), I’d like to push us all to think about ways that we can “nudge” households to make residential choices that might promote racial integration and ultimately prove to be better matches for them, too. I am not suggesting that we force households to live in particular neighborhoods—any policies that restrict people’s freedom to live where they want should be avoided—but I believe there are ways we can encourage households to broaden their horizons and consider a wider set of communities in making their residential choices.

My policy suggestions fall into three categories: (1) providing accurate information; (2) making the choice of a mixed neighborhood more appealing in low-cost ways; and (3) changing the “architecture of choice,” to borrow the words of Sunstein and Thaler.

### The Need for Information

First, in terms of information, perhaps most critically, we can let households know that while a majority of neighborhoods are racially segregated, a substantial and growing minority are well integrated and not just fleetingly, but typically over many years. My own empirical research has demonstrated this. Yet the stubborn belief on the part of many that rapid racial transition is inevitable has helped, by its self-fulfilling nature, to undermine racial mixing. The more we can do to break the chain of assumptions that white households reflexively hold about integrated neighborhoods, the more likely those neighborhoods will remain stable.

Many households make their residential choices based on very limited information and consider only a small set of alternatives. Thus, we might also invest in web-based neighborhood information systems that would make it easy for people to gather information about a broad set of neighborhoods when making their residential choices—about school quality, crime and the like. There will no doubt be some integrated neighborhoods that in terms of these legitimate quality-of-life indicators score relatively high.

### Making Integrated Neighborhoods More Appealing

A second set of policies would try to make the choice of an integrated neighborhood more appealing in relatively low-cost ways. My research suggests that when white households have more secure expectations about the future quality of life in a community, they are more likely to tolerate racial integration. The implication is that racial mixing is more stable in communities in which school quality, property values and other neighborhood attributes seem particularly secure. To the extent this is true, aggressively attacking any superficial signs of decline—“fixing the broken windows” that James Q. Wilson and George Kelling (in their March 1982 *Atlantic Monthly* article) pointed to as a signal of social disorder—may be critical in encouraging white households to consider integrated communities they might otherwise avoid.

Another possibility would be to invest in specialized magnet schools and to introduce school choice, at least within the public school system. For if it is true, as my research suggests, that much of white resistance to integrated neighborhoods is rooted in fears about the quality of integrated schools, then breaking the link between residence and school should encourage white households to be more open to living in racially diverse environments.

### Witt Internship

We are accepting applications for PRRAC’s 2008 Edith Witt Internship grant, “to help develop a new generation of community activists.” The fund, established by her family, friends and co-workers, honors the memory of a wonderful human rights activist in San Francisco. To apply: As soon as possible, send or email (to Chester Hartman at PRRAC, chartman@prrac.org) a letter from the sponsoring organization, describing the organization’s mission and outlining the work to be done by the Edith Witt Intern; and a personal statement (250-500 words) from the proposed intern and her/his resume. Pass the word to relevant grassroots groups.
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ethnics.

**Prejudice:** More active out-group avoidance is at the root of neighborhood racial composition preferences.

The expression of prejudice can take a variety of forms, including negative racial stereotypes, perceptions of social distance and the belief that one or more groups pose a competitive threat to one’s own group. Also important, though not typically considered, are minority-group beliefs about the prevalence of discrimination; these beliefs may influence the preferences of minority-group members for whites or for same-race neighbors. To understand what drives neighborhood racial composition preferences requires systematic testing of the various hypotheses, preferably the simultaneous examination of said explanations.

Three items capture variants of prejudice. **Racial stereotyping** is an important aspect of traditional prejudice or simple out-group hostility. The measure used here is a summary of four traits—intelligence, preference for welfare dependence, English-language ability, and involvement in drugs and gangs. **Social distance** is the degree to which respondents believe that an out-group is “difficult to get along with socially” relative to his or her own group. Rather than simple out-group hostility, this form of prejudice is fueled by a commitment to a specific group status or relative group position, as opposed to simple out-group hostility. What matters most is the magnitude or degree of difference from particular out-groups that in-group members have socially learned to expect and maintain. Beliefs about **racial-group threat or competition** offer another lens through which to examine feelings of racial hostility—the degree to which an individual believes that more opportunities (economic and/or political) for an out-group results in fewer opportunities for one’s own group. Finally, **minority-group members’ beliefs about whites’ attitudes toward them and/or the prevalence of racial discrimination** is captured in a general perception of whites as “tending to discriminate” against minority groups. Results of my research indicate that classism and ethnocentrism play, at best, marginal roles in individuals’ residential decision-making—with the clear exception of Asians, but even for this group class concerns appear to be much more salient for immigrants than for the native-born. In most cases, any evidence that supports these explanations pales in comparison to evidence that supports explanations rooted in the various forms of racial prejudice. Simply put, whites’ preferences for neighborhood racial integration are best understood as motivated by prejudice, not classism or ethnocentrism.

**The expression of prejudice can take a variety of forms.**

The most powerful predictors of blacks’ neighborhood racial composition preferences is racial prejudice—whether negative racial stereotypes, the perception of whites and Asians as socially distant, the perception of whites as tending to discriminate against them, or the fear that more jobs and political power for Asians means less for them. Neither concerns about avoiding poverty nor some “innate” desire to stay “with my own kind” are influential.

Latinos’ neighborhood racial composition preferences are motivated primarily by prejudice and perceptions of whites as discriminatory; perceptions of blacks as economically disadvantaged play a very minor role, as does ethnocentrism when potential neighbors are Asian or same-race.

In summary, neighborhood racial composition preferences are primarily a function of racial prejudice; for blacks, Latinos and, to a lesser extent, Asians, there is the added concern about hostility directed toward them by whites. Assertions that preferences are driven primarily by either “classism” or ethnocentrism are simply not supported by the evidence.

**Where Do We Go From Here?**

My goal is to elucidate patterns of neighborhood racial composition preferences and the forces that drive them, and to situate racial preferences within the broader context of historic and contemporary American race relations. The good news for the future of public policy related to housing opportunity, housing choice and inequality more broadly is that whites are increasingly **willing** to live in close proximity to racial minorities, and a sizable number of blacks, Latinos and Asians, remain **willing** to live in predominantly white areas. To capitalize on this willingness, however, requires being always mindful of the way that race continues to shape both our day-to-day interactions and our overall worldview.

The bad news, both for public policy and the nation, is that most whites still prefer predominantly or overwhelmingly white neighborhoods, while most nonwhites prefer more same-race neighbors than most whites are willing to tolerate. Most Americans—irrespective of race, ethnicity or nativity status—continue to embrace anti-minority stereotypes, including many who are willing to share residential space with racial minorities. Conversely, most blacks, Latinos, and Asians have a keen sense of their subordinate positions relative to whites, and of whites’ negative attitudes; this often leaves them suspicious of overwhelmingly white areas (a sort of “better safe than sorry” mentality).

Across racial groups, patterns of neighborhood racial composition preferences reveal a clear and consistent racial rank-ordering of out-groups as potential neighbors: Whites are always the most preferred out-group neighbors, and the most likely to prefer entirely same-race neighborhoods and/or only limited contact with nonwhites—especially blacks. Blacks are always the least-preferred out-group neighbors, and the most open to substantial integration with all other groups. Asians and Latinos, respect-
tively, are in between these extremes. To varying degrees, all groups express preferences for both meaningful integration and a strong co-ethnic presence, yet preferences for the latter appear to depend on the race of potential neighbors, and are strongest when potential neighbors are black.

Available evidence indicates that active, present-day racial prejudice plays a particularly important role in driving preferences, always more important than either social class concerns or ethnocentrism. In many instances, neither of these factors matters at all. And, although the evidence supports both variants of racial prejudice, it is particularly persuasive with respect to the sense of group position hypothesis. This is especially true for whites, the group at the top of the status hierarchy: Maintaining their status advantages and privilege necessitates a certain amount of social distance from nonwhites—particularly blacks and Latinos, who occupy the lowest positions on the aforementioned hierarchies. More than token integration with these groups signals an unwelcome change in status relationships. Indeed, the racial pecking order is so widely known that Latinos and Asians—many of them unassimilated immigrants—mirror (and arguably exaggerate) it in their preferences for integration.

Conversely, with whites clearly at the edge of Asian and Latino racial attitudes, a similar paradox may emerge across class lines. Indeed, studies of the attitudes and experiences of middle-class blacks suggest that, paradoxically, this subset of blacks may be: 1) most pessimistic about the future of race relations; 2) most likely to believe that whites have negative attitudes toward them; and 3) increasingly less interested in predominantly white neighborhoods. Thus, the most upwardly mobile blacks may be among the most suspicious of whites and least interested in sharing residential space with them. For this group, affordability is not nearly the obstacle that whites’ racial prejudice is, and this is due, in no small measure, to the fact that most whites—irrespective of their own social class status—adhere to negative racial stereotypes, deny the persistence of pervasive racial prejudice and discrimination, and are quite likely to oppose race-targeted social policies. Whites’ racial prejudice—and minority responses to it—poses a more obvious, but equally difficult challenge for improving the housing options of the poor, including those who participate in public housing programs. For many, the obvious material benefits clearly outweigh concerns about and/or day-to-day experiences of prejudice and discrimination. For a non-trivial few, however, fears of isolation and hostility will prevail, and participants will return to the ghetto, and others will opt out entirely when confronted with the reality of moving to a potentially hostile environment. While not at the bottom of the status hierarchy, Asians and Latinos are also subordinate groups grappling with similar racial issues. As we increase our knowledge of Asian and Latino racial attitudes, a similar paradox may emerge within these groups as well.

As we move into the 21st century and continue to struggle with racial inequality in all areas of American life, we must be ever mindful that race still matters, and it matters over and above social class characteristics. In so doing, we must also be mindful of how and why race matters. White objections to race-targeted social policy point to the necessity for well-crafted, universal housing policies that will gain widespread public support but also manage to address issues more directly tied to race. Potentially useful strategies for encouraging whites and nonwhites to share residential space come from studies documenting the characteristics of stably integrated neighborhoods. Residents of these communities often work together on community betterment projects (e.g., building playground equipment for a park or working to have street lights installed) or general community-building efforts that bring people of varied racial backgrounds together, working toward a common goal. Such activities, particularly when they become part of the larger neighborhood culture, can fundamentally alter attitudes on both sides of the racial divide by highlighting what residents share in common, helping to build trust and potentially reducing stereotypes.

Another common strategy emphasizes aggressive public relations campaigns that sing the praises of particular communities. Some of these may stress the value added by diversity; others highlight desirable neighborhood amenities, services and community events that make the area gener-
ally attractive; those that do both might ultimately be the most successful. Aggressive marketing strategies seem particularly beneficial when neighborhoods can be advertised as among “the best” in a particular metropolitan area. Positive marketing might also help to attract blacks, Latinos and Asians to overwhelmingly white communities by informing these groups that they are open to and interested in creating stable, friendly and racially diverse communities.

Active, diligent enforcement of anti-discrimination laws is also both appropriate and necessary. This, however, is likely to be a far more difficult and potentially less rewarding task. As it stands, the burden of proving discrimination is placed on the victim, yet empirical evidence suggests that present-day discrimination is often so subtle that few victims are likely to suspect that their housing choices are being constrained. Add to this the tautology of racial misunderstanding separating whites and racial minorities: Where blacks see “a racist moment,” whites see “an isolated incident,” or a “misinterpretation of events” or, even worse, they argue that blacks are “overreacting.” In response, blacks become increasingly distrustful of a system that is supposed to protect them, pessimistic about the future of race relations, and increasingly less inclined to incur the psychic costs associated with filing a complaint.

To give teeth to anti-discrimination enforcement, we need a new enforcement strategy that builds the capacity of local, state and federal civil rights agencies to conduct widespread, ongoing audit studies as a credible deterrent. Tests could be undertaken of randomly selected real estate agencies and of those suspected of discrimination. Those agencies found to consistently evade fair treatment could be publicly rewarded, while those shown to discriminate could be sanctioned, both publicly and financially. In the lending market, where audit studies are more difficult, regular analysis of Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data presents a method for charting the practices of lenders. Such strategies have the potential to create meaningful deterrents. Furthermore, with regular monitoring, there are published records of documented discrimination that could: 1) help to alter whites’ beliefs about inequality and discrimination; and 2) be used by victims as evidence in complaints, documenting systematic mistreatment. Together, these benefits could help move us toward better racial understanding as whites have the “proof” they need to believe what blacks and other racial minorities “just know.”

Without such efforts, and given the state of race relations more generally, it seems unlikely that we can “live together” in the near future. It has been argued that increasing racial diversity might create a “buffer” for blacks, creating opportunities for residential mobility and contact with whites. Yet Latinos and Asians are at least as likely to hold negative stereotypes of blacks as whites are, and more likely to object to the prospect of sharing residential space with them. Furthermore, while whites hold negative stereotypes of both Latinos and Asians, they tend to be less severe than their stereotypes of blacks. Thus, whites are likely to view blacks as culturally deficient, while perceiving largely immigrant Latino and Asian populations as culturally distinct. Similarly, stereotypes of immigrants working hard at menial jobs and complaining less may further fuel anti-black sentiment, fostering the belief that blacks “push too hard” or “are always looking for a handout.” Hence, rather than operating as a “buffer” or source of greater options and acceptance for blacks, increasing racial diversity may simply add to the climate of resistance to blacks as neighbors, and further complicate efforts at achieving either greater racial understanding or more equitable housing outcomes.

---

**Without such efforts, it seems unlikely we can “live together” in the near future.**

---

**Resources**


Segregation is caused by a complicated set of inter-related processes. I focus on just one part of this complicated process. But that should not be taken to mean that it is the only one, or even the most important one. However, I believe it has not received the attention it deserves.

I have spent more than a decade investigating the attitudes people hold about sharing neighborhoods with people of different races/ethnicities. My research on these racial residential preferences, however, tends to complicate what is too often construed as a “personal choice” explanation for segregation. The argument often goes: If preferences cause segregation, then policy has no role, since we are segregated because people “want” it that way. In short, the preferences explanation is often pitted against the idea that there is housing discrimination, and the two are seen as independent and in competition with each other as explanations of segregation.

My work tends to show that discrimination and preferences are not independent and that preferences are not “neutral” and “unproblematic,” but rather constrained and complicated. For example, I show that to describe African-American racial residential preferences as favoring “50-50” or majority-minority neighborhoods and to then conclude, as some have, that segregation is caused by minority preferences, is problematic. Indeed, if we look more in-depth at African-American preferences, using different methods, we find that African-American preferences are far from “segregation-promoting.” Or, by asking why African Americans hold the preferences they do, we discover that it is less because of a “neutral” in-group preference, and more because of a desire to avoid discrimination in largely white communities.

Discrimination and preferences are not independent.

Racial Blind Spots

I want to discuss a new concept—racial blind spots—that I have been developing with my colleagues in Detroit and Chicago. Much of our understanding of racial residential preferences comes from asking people in surveys about hypothetical neighborhoods with imaginary racial compositions. By gauging preferences in this way, we sidestep the really important point that people don’t buy imaginary homes in hypothetical neighborhoods. People buy and rent real homes in actual communities. And if peoples’ knowledge of the metropolitan area and of the neighborhoods they might live in is racialized—and by that I mean if residents of different racial/ethnic backgrounds know about different communities in the metropolitan area in which they live—and if that knowledge is shaped by the racial/ethnic composition of the community, then these patterns of knowledge—or the lack of knowledge—may constitute an important barrier to integrated living, since it is difficult to move into a neighborhood if you don’t know anything about it.

In a recent large-scale survey in Chicago and Detroit, we showed people maps that identified many communities in the Chicago or Detroit metropolitan area and asked, among other things, which of them they “didn’t know anything about.”

For the most part, we found that whites, blacks and Latinos all tend to know more about communities their co-ethnics live in. But it is also the case that African Americans and Latinos, relative to whites, know about a broader range of different kinds of communities—racially mixed and racially segregated alike. For African Americans and Latinos, the few blind spots are communities that are both predominantly white and geographically distant from the city, thus creating a barrier to the possible integration of communities like this. But there are plenty of predominantly white communities about which African Americans do not have blind spots relative to whites; as such, there are clearly other barriers—perhaps discrimination, or perhaps “negative” knowledge about how African Americans are treated in these communities.

For their part, whites are far less likely than Latinos or African Americans to know about heavily African-American communities; perhaps not surprisingly. But what is troubling, from the standpoint of encouraging integration, is that whites’ blind spots also include communities that are racially mixed (either with Latinos or African Americans)—even those where whites are in the majority. To remain stably integrated, of course, communities like this must have housing demand from all racial/ethnic groups. And our study shows whites have a blind spot for these kinds of communities.

In sum, to move to a place, a person must have knowledge of it. Of course, those who consult with real
Apology for Slavery

On July 29, the House passed, by voice vote (with no nays), an apology for slavery. The resolution, introduced in February 2007 by Rep. Steve Cohen of Memphis, had 120 sponsors. Full, eloquent text below:

H. Res. 194

Whereas millions of Africans and their descendants were enslaved in the United States and the 13 American colonies from 1619 through 1865;
Whereas slavery in America resembled no other form of involuntary servitude known in history, as Africans were captured and sold at auction like inanimate objects or animals;
Whereas Africans forced into slavery were brutalized, humiliated, dehumanized, and subjected to the indignity of being stripped of their names and heritage;
Whereas enslaved families were torn apart after having been sold separately from one another;
Whereas the system of slavery and the visceral racism against persons of African descent upon which it depended became entrenched in the Nation’s social fabric;
Whereas slavery was not officially abolished until the passage of the 13th Amendment to the United States Constitution in 1865 after the end of the Civil War;
Whereas after emancipation from 246 years of slavery, African-Americans soon saw the fleeting political, social, and economic gains they made during Reconstruction eviscerated by virulent racism, lynchings, disenfranchisement, Black Codes, and racial segregation laws that imposed a rigid system of officially sanctioned racial segregation in virtually all areas of life;
Whereas the system of de jure racial segregation known as ‘Jim Crow,’ which arose in certain parts of the Nation following the Civil War to create separate and unequal societies for whites and African-Americans, was a direct result of the racism against persons of African descent engendered by slavery;
Whereas a century after the official end of slavery in America, Federal action was required during the 1960s to eliminate the dejure and defacto system of Jim Crow throughout parts of the Nation, though its vestiges still linger to this day;
Whereas African-Americans continue to suffer from the complex interplay between slavery and Jim Crow—long after both systems were formally abolished—through enormous damage and loss, both tangible and intangible, including the loss of human dignity, the frustration of careers and professional lives, and the long-term loss of income and opportunity;
Whereas the story of the enslavement and de jure segregation of African-Americans and the dehumanizing atrocities committed against them should not be purged from or minimized in the telling of American history;
Whereas on July 8, 2003, during a trip to Goree Island, Senegal, a former slave port, President George W. Bush acknowledged slavery’s continuing legacy in American life and the need to confront that legacy when he stated that slavery ‘was . . . one of the greatest crimes of history . . . . The racial bigotry fed by slavery did not end with slavery or with segregation. And many of the issues that still trouble America have roots in the bitter experience of other times. But however long our journey, our destiny is set: ‘liberty and justice for all.’;
Whereas President Bill Clinton also acknowledged the deep-seated problems caused by the continuing legacy of racism against African-Americans that began with slavery when he initiated a national dialogue about race;
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MoveSmart.org

Whereas a genuine apology is an important and necessary first step in the process of racial reconciliation;

Whereas an apology for centuries of brutal dehumanization and injustices cannot erase the past, but confession of the wrongs committed can speed racial healing and reconciliation and help Americans confront the ghosts of their past;

Whereas the legislature of the Commonwealth of Virginia has recently taken the lead in adopting a resolution officially expressing appropriate remorse for slavery and other State legislatures have adopted or are considering similar resolutions; and

Whereas it is important for this country, which legally recognized slavery through its Constitution and its laws, to make a formal apology for slavery and for its successor, Jim Crow, so that it can move forward and seek reconciliation, justice, and harmony for all of its citizens: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the House of Representatives—
(1) acknowledges that slavery is incompatible with the basic founding principles recognized in the Declaration of Independence that all men are created equal;
(2) acknowledges the fundamental injustice, cruelty, brutality, and inhumanity of slavery and Jim Crow;
(3) apologizes to African Americans on behalf of the people of the United States, for the wrongs committed against them and their ancestors who suffered under slavery and Jim Crow; and
(4) expresses its commitment to rectify the lingering consequences of the misdeeds committed against African Americans under slavery and Jim Crow and to stop the occurrence of human rights violations in the future.

—
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efforts, too, which is critical, we might consider something more novel. Specifically, in combination with a significant crack-down on unlawful racial steering by realtors (which research suggests remains a significant issue), we might consider offering a legal safe-harbor from the crackdown to those realtors who show clients a certain number of homes in a neighborhood in which the clients are racially under-represented. Obviously, there would be lots of issues to work through before something like this could and should be tried, but I hope it’s illustrative of the kind of policy brainstorming I think we need in this area.

Using Section 8 As a Tool

There’s also considerable room to change the architecture of choice among one set of households—Section 8 recipients. Experience in other policy areas suggests that changing the default option for choices can lead to profoundly different outcomes. Thus, why not reform the Section 8 voucher program so it is administered at a regional level? Why not introduce more widespread counseling? And why not incorporate a default option that voucher holders use their vouchers in low-poverty neighborhoods? Households could of course opt out of this default choice if they had a strong reason to prefer to live in higher-poverty areas. But in the process of opting out, they would be pushed to reflect on their decision, rather than simply reflexively choosing a high-poverty community, which for most voucher recipients is the status quo.

In summary, I would argue that there are many non-coercive policies we could adopt that would encourage households to consider a wider set of residential choices and foster racial integration in the process. I have suggested a few. While the optimism of many people during the civil rights era that integration was just around the corner now seems hopelessly naïve, I remain hopeful that in conjunction with stepped-up anti-discrimination efforts, these policies can help to broaden people’s residential choice sets and nudge us all towards a more integrated world.
Resources

Most Resources are available directly from the issuing organization, either on their website (if given) or via other contact information listed. Materials published by PRRAC are available through our website: www.prrac.org. Prices include the shipping/handling (s/h) charge when this information is provided to PRRAC. “No price listed” items often are free.

When ordering items from PRRAC: SASE = self-addressed stamped envelope (42c unless otherwise indicated). Orders may not be placed by telephone or fax. Please indicate from which issue of P&R you are ordering.

Race/Racism


- Integral is a new periodical (premiere issue scheduled for Dec. 2008) from the Fund for an OPEN Society. Focus is on intentional integration measures. First issue includes contributions by Michael Wenger, Myron Orfield, Leo Vasquez, Clement Price and others. Inf. from Barbara Heisler Williams, Fund for an OPEN Society, 14 S. Orange Ave., S. Orange, NJ 07079-4198, 973/821-4198, bhw@opensoc.org, http://www.opensoc.org/ [11087]


- Pinoy Capital: The Filipino Nation in Daly City, by Benito M. Vergara, Jr. (240 pp., 2008, $24.95), has been published by Temple Univ. Press, 800/621-2736, www.temple.edu/ tempress [11113]

- Legacy and Legitimacy: Black Americans and the Supreme Court, by Rosalee A. Clawson & Eric N. Waltenburg (224 pp., 2008, $23.95), has been published by Temple Univ. Press, 800/621-2736, www.temple.edu/ tempress [11114]


Poverty/Welfare


Community Organizing

- Popular Education Workshops on the Current Financial Crisis—ideal for community organizations, unions and others—are being organized by Labor Notes. Contact Mark Brenner, 718/284-4144, mark@labornotes.org [11079]

- “Organizing for Social Change,” training sessions by The Midwest Academy, still have some late 2008 dates: Nov. 17-21 in Baltimore/Wash., DC; Dec. 3-5 in Chicago. Inf. from 312/427-2304, mwacademy1@aol.com, http://www.midwestacademy.com/ [11061]

Criminal Justice

Economic/Community Development


- **“Hate Thy Neighbor: Violent Racial Exclusion and the Persistence of Segregation,”** by Jeannine Bell, a 28-page article, appeared in Vol. 5, No. 4 (Fall 2007) of Ohio State Journal of Criminal Law—part of a Symposium featuring over a dozen related pieces. Prof. Bell can be reached at Indiana Univ. School of Law, 211 S. Indiana Ave., Bloomington, IN 47405-7001, 812/856-5013, jeabell@indiana.edu [11104]

- **The Execution of Willie Francis: Race, Murder and the Search for Justice in the American South**, by Gilbert King (324 pp., 2008, $26), has been published by Civitas Books. [11109]

- **“The Window of Opportunity Pre-Release Handbook,”** by Eddie B. Ellis, who, at age 31, was released after 15 years behind bars, thenproduced this 52-page handbook in order to help others make the transition. It’s $25, at eddieellis_ebe@yahoo.com, [11123]

**Education**

- **Because of Race: How Americans Debate Harm and Opportunity in Our Schools**, by Mica Pollock (277 pp., 2008, $29.95), has been published by Princeton Univ. Press, 609/258-9491, Fortunato@press.princeton.edu [11036]


- **Race and Class Matters at an Elite College**, by Elizabeth Aries (256 pp., 2008, $24.95), [the elite college is Amherst] has been published by Temple Univ. Press, 800/621-2736, www.temple.edu/tempress [11050]

- **Swimming Against the Tide: African American Girls and Science Education**, by Sandra L. Hanson (208 pp., 2008, $40), has been published by Temple Univ. Press, 800/621-2736, www.temple.edu/tempress [11051]

- **“Democracy at Risk: The Need for a New Federal Policy in Education”** (55 pp., Apr. 2008) is available (no price listed) from The Forum for Education and Democracy, 1307 New York Ave. NW, #300, Wash., DC 20005, 202/372-7684, bgleem@forumforeducation.org, www.forumforeducation.org (11059)

- **“Has Student Achievement Increased Since 2002? State Test Score Trends Through 2006-07”** (June 2008) is available from the Center on Educational Policy; go to http://www.cep-dc.org/ [11069]

- **Personal Post-Katrina Narratives from Gulf Coast Students**, a set of essays and more, assembled by the Southern Education Foundation (135 Auburn Ave. NE, 2nd flr., Atlanta, GA 30303-2503, 404/523-0001), can be found online at http://www.southerneducation.org/ [11074]

- **Out-Of-School Time Evaluations: The Harvard Family Research Project has produced two new (2008) OST evaluations:** “Research Update 3: Using Evaluation to Inform OST Programming and Serve Older Youth” and “OST Bibliography: 40 New Entries.” Contact them at the Harvard Grad. School of Education, 3 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138, hfrp@hfrp,cscend.com [11081]

- **“The Community Agenda for America’s Public Schools,”** endorsed by well over 100 organizations, was recently released by the Coalition for Community Schools. Inf. and a copy of the Agenda available from CCS, c/o Inst. for Educational Leadership, 4455 Conn. Ave. NW, #310, Wash., DC 20008, 202/822-8405, x156, cc@iel.org, http://www.communityschools.org/ [11088]


- **“Out of Many, One: Towards Rigorous Common Core Standards from the Ground Up”** is a 2008 report from Achieve, showing that more and more states are aligning their curriculum standards with those for
college and work readiness. Available at www.achieve.org/files/CommonCore.pdf [11095]

- “Where We Stand: America’s Schools in the Twenty-First Century” is a new PBS documentary. You can watch the five segments at www.pbs.org/wnet/wherewestand/ [11097]

- IEL Leadership Connections Newsletter is a bimonthly electronic publication from the Institute for Educational Leadership. Contact them at 4455 Conn. Ave. NW, #901, Wash., DC 20008, 202/822-8405, iel@iel.org [11105]

- Improving No Child Left Behind: Getting Education Reform Back on Track, ed. Richard D. Kahlenberg (288 pp., Oct. 2008, $19.95), has been published by The Century Foundation, 1333 H St. NW, 10th flr., Wash., DC 20005, 202/745-5476. Contributors include Amy Stuart Wells, John Yinger, Lauren B. Resnick and others. [11106]

- “From No Child Left Behind to Every Child a Graduate” is an Aug. 2008 Alliance for Excellent Education report. Contact them at 1201 Conn. Ave. NW, #901, Wash., DC 20036, 202/828-0828, Alliance@all4ed.org; downloadable at www.all4ed.org/files/ECon2008.pdf [11120]

- “Using Early-Warning Data to Improve Graduation Rates: Closing Cracks in the Education System” is an Aug. 2008 Alliance for Excellent Education brief. Contact them at 1201 Conn. Ave. NW, #901, Wash., DC 20036, 202/828-0828, Alliance@all4ed.org; downloadable at www.all4ed.org/files/EWl.pdf [11121]


- “Celebrate 25 Years of Local Education Funds,” Nov. 16-18 in San Francisco. Inf. from http://www.publiceducation.org/ [11072]


- The Delinquent Girl, ed. Margaret A. Zahn (344 pp., 2008, $54.50), has been published by Temple Univ. Press, 800/621-2736, www.temple.edu/tempress [11053]

- The Institute for Youth, Education and Families, an entity within the National League of Cities, “helps municipal leaders take action on behalf of the children, youth, and families in their communities,” 1301 Penn. Ave. NW, Wash., DC 20004, 202/626-3014, iel@iel.org [11067]

- The Medical-Legal Partnership is a unique program, bringing resources together from both areas, run by the Dept. of Pediatrics at Boston Medical Center and the Boston Univ. School of Medicine. Inf. at http://www.mlforchildren.org/ [11073]

- “Toward a Brighter Future: An Essential Agenda for America’s Young People” (13 pp., 2008?) is available (possibly free) from the National Collaboration for Youth (an affinity group of the National Human Services Assembly), 1319 F St. NW, #402, Wash., DC 20004, 202/347-2080, x21, nhthompson@assembly.org, http://www.collab4youth.org/ [11084]

- “Broadening the Base: Strengthening Mississippi’s Working Families Through a System of Strong Child Care” (2008?), prepared...
by the Mississippi Economic Policy Center, is available (no price given) from the Mississippi Center for Justice, PO Box 1023, Jackson, MS 39215-1023, 601/352-2269, Contact_us@mscenterforjustice.org, http://www.mscenterforjustice.org/ [11086]

Whole Child is a project of the Assn. for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1703 N. Beauregard St., Alexandria, VA 22311-1714, 800/933-2723, wholechild@ascd.org, http://www.wholechildeducation.org/ [11091]

Black Men and Boys Initiative, a project of the Twenty-First Century Foundation, can be reached at http://www.bmbnrc.org/ [11093]

“Katrina’s Children No Matter What!” has embarked on a 12-month national tour, featuring their film, Katrina’s Children, and a panel discussion of the current status of children in New Orleans and the far-reaching educational implications of the aftermath of disaster. Current schedule includes Decatur and Savannah, GA; Dallas and Austin, New Orleans and Philadelphia. Contact Carolyn Gillman, 504/875-1257, drcarolyn@umb.edu for further inf. and to book the tour in your community. [11083]

“Rebuilding Sustainable Communities for Children and Their Families After Disasters” will be held Nov. 16-19 in Boston, an international conf. sponsored by the College of Public and Community Service at Univ. Mass.-Boston. (PRRAC Dir. of Research Chester Hartman is presenting findings from the Hurricane Katrina experience.) Inf. from 617/287-7100, Adenrele.Awontona@umb.edu [11132]

Health

- “Health Care Proposals of the 2008 Democratic and Republican Presidential Nominees” (39 pp., Aug. 2008) is available (possibly free) from the Joint Ctr. for Political and Economic Studies, 1090 Vermont Ave. NW, #1100, Wash., DC 20005, 202/789-3500, jointcenter.org [11042]
- The National Assembly on School-Based Health Care, the national voice for school-based health centers, founded in 1995, can be reached at 666 11th St. NW, #375, Wash., DC 20001, 202/638-5872, http://www.nasbhc.org/ [11070]
- Broken Levees, Broken Lives is a new video, from the California Nurses Assn., on the state of health care in New Orleans three years after Hurricane Katrina devastated the city and closed Charity Hospital, the primary provider of emergency room care in the city. See it at neworleanslabormedia.org [11071]
- “Losing Ground: Declines in Health Coverage for Children and Families in Mississippi” (2007) is available (no price listed) from the Mississippi Ctr. for Justice and the Mississippi Health Advocacy Program, the former at 601/352-2269, Contact_us@mscenterforjustice.org, http://www.mscenterforjustice.org/ [11085]
- The Healthy City Project aims “to improve the accessibility of services to low-income, underserved and minority communities and to help develop sensible public policies based on sound data that will improve the quality of life for all communities in Los Angeles. Contact them at http://www.healthycity.org/ [11129]

Housing

- “The Housing Needs of Extremely Low-Income Delaware Households” (2008?) is available (possibly free) from the Delaware Housing Coalition, PO Box 1633, Dover, DE 19903-1633, 302/678-2286, dhc@housingforall.org, http://www.housingforall.org/ [11063]
- HUD USER regularly provides housing research and information. They can assist with research questions—800/245-2691. [11080]
- “Building the Research Capacity at HUD” was released in late September, an advance copy distributed by the National Research Council. Contact the National Academies Press, 500 Fifth St. NW, Lockbox 285, Wash., DC 20055, 800/624-6242, http://www.nap.edu/ [11092]
- “Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice in the City of Naperville, Illinois,” by Daniel Lauber (82 pp., Nov. 2007)—dplanningcommunications.com—is downloadable at http://www.planningcommunications.com/ [11102]
- Mo’ Money, Mo’ Money, Mo’ Money is a 9-minute 2008 video from the California Reinvestment Coalition, an educational documentary on the mortgage crisis. Contact them at 474 Valencia St., #230, SF, CA 94103, 415/864-3980. You can find it on You Tube, http://www.calreinvest.org/ [11117]
- “Preserving Safe, High Quality Public Housing Should Be a Priority of Federal Housing Policy,” by
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Barbara Sard & Will Fisher, is a 36-page, Sept. 2008 report (no price listed) from the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities (headed by former PRRAC Bd. member Robert Greenstein), 820 First St. NE, #510, Wash., DC 20002, 202/408-1080, center@cbpp.org, http://www.cbpp.org/ [11130]

- “Rural Housing Summit,” convened by the California Coalition for Rural Housing, will be held Oct. 27-28 in Pacific Grove. Speakers include (PRRAC Board member) Sheila Crowley and Moises Loza, Exec. Dir. of the Housing Assistance Council. Inf. from 916/443-4448, cristina@calruralhousing.org [11078]

- “New Strategies in Fair Housing Conference,” sponsored by the Housing Research & Advocacy Center, will be held Nov. 14 in Cleveland. Speakers include (PRRAC Bd. members) John Powell, Demetria McCain and Florence Wagman Roisman, and James Perry, Shanna Smith, Dennis Keating, Robert Schwemm and others. Inf. from 216/361-9240, http://www.thehousingcenter.org/ [11116]

**Immigration**

- “Los Angeles on the Leading Edge: Immigrant Indicators and Their Policy Implications” (April 2008) is available (no price given) from the Migration Policy Inst., 202/266-1910, mmittelstadt@migrationpolicy.org; downloadable at www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/NCIIP_Los_Angeles_on_the-Leading_Edge.pdf [11098]

- “New Estimates of Unauthorized Youth Eligible for Legal Status under the DREAM Act” (10 pp., Oct. 2006) is available (possibly free) from the Migration Policy Inst., 202/266-1924, mfix@migrationpolicy.org, http://www.migrationpolicy.org/ [11099]

**Rural**

- “The First CRLA Rural Justice Forum” will be held Oct. 27 in Los Angeles. This California Rural Legal Assistance (headed by PRRAC Board member Jose Padilla) event will deal primarily with farmworker housing conditions and related health disparities—for advocates, researchers and practitioners. Inf. from bhughes@crla.org, 530/742-7235. [11075]

**Miscellaneous**

- The Concept of Community: Lessons from the Bronx, by Harold DeRienzo (239 pp., 2008), has been published by IPOC, ipoc@ipocpress.com.[11046]
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